BODUM® Collection 2018

from the
soul of slow
coffee

M A K E TA ST E ,
N OT WA ST E .

T H E B O D U M WAY
One of the biggest news in 2018 goes back
to the beginning of BODUM’s history. The
Mocca Siphon Coffee Maker was BODUM’s
very first product, introduced by Peter
Bodum in 1956. We’re now proud to present
e.MOCCA - an updated version of the
original – as part of our line of syphon coffee
makers. The manual PEBO has been part of
our collection for decades and in 2017 we
introduced ePEBO. Over the last few years
consumer interest has grown and knowledge
about slow coffee has increased and the
siphon brewing method, in particular, has
been acknowledged for making the best cup
of coffee in blind tests. Last but not least, the
siphon is highly valued for its entertaining
and eye-catching brewing.
NEW DOUBLE WALL GLASSES
We have recently invented a new technique
for the production of our double wall
glasses by using Tritan. Patent Applications
for the new technique are pending. This
unbreakable material keeps cold drinks
cold and hot drinks hot for a long time. The
glasses are produced in one whole piece
- no welding and no possibility of leaking –
and even better than that, it is all done in
a sustainable way. We will also design and
produce new travel mugs in tritan.

NEW EXPANSION OF OUR CORK LINE
Cork is one of our favorite materials because
of its sustainability, function and design. In
our new collections you will find cork used
for new French Press coffee makers, new
tea pots and new travel mugs produced in
tritan, just like our PAVINA® glasses.
ALL GOOD NEWS COMES FROM OUR OWN
FACTORY
In the year 2018, we will also see the
introduction of a new range of electrical
products. Plus, most of our designs, all our
metal, cork and plastics are produced at
our own production facilities in Portugal by
our wonderful Portuguese team.
Enjoy!

ABOUT GOOD DESIGN
Coffee demonstration, 1958

This question requires that someone does
indeed know and dares to define what good
design is and show examples. The problem
for the designer and producer would then be
approach the concept of “good design” with
his products.
At BODUM’s design studio we are not trying
to fulfill this concept of good design. Instead
we want to give from our perspective of a
living and contradictory world, where Mickey
Mouse is an important as the collected work
of Picasso, where the question what is genuine
and false, attractive and ugly, harmonious
and discordant, right and wrong, cannot be
answered clearly.
Thus BODUM Design is not uniform since the
inspiration for the shapes and proportions of
our products can as easily be from Pythagoras
as from certain harmonies in McCartney’s
compositions or to make a giant leap from
Elizabeth Arden’s lipstick.
“To see a world in a grain of sand and heaven
in a wild flower…”
— William Blake
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ABOUT BODUM
P O R T U G U E SA
BODUM Portuguesa’s team

BODUM AG is responsible for the manufacturing
and distribution of BODUM® products worldwide. BODUM AG ensures that all BODUM®
products meet the highest standards and that
only state-of-the art products find its way into
the market. More and more BODUM® products
are produced for and on behalf of BODUM AG
by BODUM Portuguesa.
Since the beginning of BODUM Portuguesa,
environment has been a driving force and a
major concern in our activity. During almost
30 years of production, BODUM Portuguesa
assumed a responsible position towards
the surrounding environment but also to the
internal working conditions and safety and
well-being of the team.
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By having production processes that are majorly
focused in transforming metal and applying surface
treatments to metals, a lot of “environment unfriendly”
unitary processes are used and required such as
stamping or welding, but the most concerning are
those connected to the plating line and degreasing
processes.

• Reducing drag-outs and introduce cascade rinsing
between processes;
• Extend the liquid baths life and processes to prevent
the treatment need by using filtration, evaporation,
ionic exchange techniques;

• Emission of greenhouse gases;

Because it is impossible to contain all pollutant in
its sources, BODUM Portuguesa has installed end
processes to treat, reduce or eliminate the pollution
charge in its effluents and wastes. On these, we can
highlight:

• Emission of other pollutant air streams;

• Waste Water Treatment Plant

• Emission of pollutants in water;

• All liquid effluents are separated according to their
characteristics and treated as in batches;

These production processes consume natural
resources, BODUM works to minimize the impacts in:

• Emission of pollutants in soils;

• Team safety, health and well-being.

• All pre-treatments and final treatments are permanently
monitored until the admissible values of discharge are
achieved;

This was done by adopting the best available
techniques (BAT) as preventive at the source of the
pollution emission:

• The discharge of BODUM lines are connected
to a municipal waste water treatment plant that
complements the final treatment;

• Training to team in operating, control and contain
processes;

• The sludge generated in the water treatment are
de-watered by using recycled air of the pressed air
equipments.

• Risk of industrial accidents;

• Reducing the number or quantity of hazardous and
dangerous materials;
• Equipment and process good-keeping by internal
maintenance procedures;
• Optimization of operational conditions and control
of processes;
• Reduction of re-processing needs;
• Project and built processes and facilities prevent and
contain pollution in its source;
• Good storage of materials to prevent accidents with
environmental impact;
• Good storage of materials and production parts to
prevent its deterioration;
• Installing containment tanks and isolated floors in risk
areas;
• Saving energy in power sources and make the processes
energy efficient;.
• Introduction of thermal isolation in the whole building
and process tank walls to avoid heat loss;
• Isolation of equipments to avoid the noise propagation.
• Saving water
• Recycling water – only 20% of the total consume is
fresh water;

• Waste Classification and Separation
• All wastes generated in the plant are submitted to a
proper separation, classification, handling and storage
until there are sent to the destination;
• All waste management is outsourced to licensed
entities, meaning the proper destination has as priority
the recyclability of the wastes. Only two of the wastes
generated at BODUM must be eliminated because the
recycling limitations in the market.
• Air Aspiration System
• The air aspiration system is connected to all the pollution
sources avoiding the pollutants spread inside the plant;
• These systems filter the air before its release to the
atmosphere;
• In the plating line, besides the filtration, all the air is
washed with water in scrubbers.
In 2008, BODUM Portuguesa had its recognition for all the
efforts made and processes developed and implemented
along the last decades, by having the Environmental
Permit1 issued by the Portuguese Environment Ministry.
1. The permit is mandatory and directly comes from the EC Directive 2008/1/
EC of January 15 (IPPC). According to this permit, BODUM must have a
permanent monitoring of the environmental indicators and values so; it is
the guarantee of the legislation fulfilling, good practices and procedures.

• Consume control by introducing automatic valves and
volume controllers;
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ABOUT COFFEE
Columbia Coffee Maker

BODUM was founded in 1944 by Peter Bodum.
Launching a new business during the war
wasn’t easy, and jobs were scarce, but my
father sensed it was time to venture out on his
own. He was incredibly fortunate to be granted
an import license, and by the late 1940s he had
achieved great success. As he looked to grow
the business, he found new interest in coffee
makers. The company’s first vacuum/siphon
coffee maker, MOCCA, was introduced in the
early fifties, but it wasn’t until 1958 with the
production of the PEBO vacuum/siphon Coffee
Maker that BODUM® became a household
name for quality coffee products, and coffee
has been the major product group for BODUM
ever since.
In the 1970s we introduced the now iconic French
Press, which continues to be BODUM’s most
popular item. Today, the majority of BODUM®
Coffee Makers are produced at our factory in
Portugal, where producing the highest quality
products as well as environmental responsibility
and safe working conditions are of the utmost
importance.
— Jørgen Bodum
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FRENCH PRESS

VAC U U M / S I P H O N

The French Press Coffee Maker is the simplest
of all brewing systems, where coarsely ground
beans meet hot water right off the boil. The right
temperature (92–96°C, 195–205°F) brings the
optimal extraction power for the essential oils in
the beans to develop their full flavor profile in just
four minutes. An easy press on the plunger locks
the grinds at the bottom of the glass carafe and
stops the brewing process.

The vacuum/siphon brew method has fascinated
generations of coffee drinkers with its theatrical
technique. Water heats in the lower chamber,
creating vapor pressure that forces the boiling
water up to mix with coffee grounds. The coffee
maker is then removed from the heat and vacuum/
siphon pressure draws the brewed coffee downward
through a strainer, and into the bottom chamber
for serving.

Note: For the French Press brewing method, BODUM
recommends a coarse grind.

Note: For the PEBO® vacuum/siphon brewing
method, BODUM recommends a filter coarse grind.

CHAMBORD® Coffee Maker

PEBO® Vacuum/siphon
Coffee Maker
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P O U R OV E R

COLD BREW

The pour over brew method features a fine mesh
stainless steel filter that eliminates need for paper
filters. Paper filters actually absorb the coffee’s
essential oils hence robbing coffee of true flavor,
plus no paper filter means no waste!

Quality cold brewed coffee can be made using
essentially the same steps. Instead of hot water,
add filtered water at room temperature and stir.
Place the lid on the carafe and let brew for 12 –24
hours at room temperature or in your refrigerator.
Press and enjoy!

Note: For the pour over brewing method, BODUM
recommends a filter coarse grind.

Note: For the French Press brewing method, BODUM
recommends a coarse grind.

POUR OVER Coffee Maker

COLD BREW Coffee Maker
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M A K E TA ST E , N OT WA ST E .
The BODUM® COLUMBIA Coffee Makers are made
of double wall stainless steel which means that your
coffee stays hot much longer. The air in between
the two walls provides a highly effective layer of
insulation. The COLUMBIA is not just any nice
looking coffee pot: It is a coffee press. After all, you
would not want to compromise taste for beauty. And
it works just like any of our coffee presses.

M A K E TA ST E , N OT WA ST E .
No paper filter!

No capsule!

Stainless steel body
Plastic plunger
BPA-Free
Dishwasher safe

This coffee maker is a beautiful extension of our
classic CHAMBORD® line of products with their
signature handles and knobs. The borosilicate glass
of the CHAMBORD® Coffee Maker is encased in
stainless steel, protecting the glass beautifully. The
simple push of a lever lets the coffee flow into the
cup – all easily manageable with one hand.

BODUM® COLUMBIA

2

3

No capsule!

Borosilicate glass beaker
BPA-Free
Made in Europe
Dishwasher safe*

CHAMBORD®

DOUBLE WALL COFFEE MAKER

COFFEE MAKER

Stainless steel

With patented locking-lid system,
Stainless steel

1.
2.
3.
4.
1

No paper filter!

Stainless steel frame and plunger

1303-16
11055-16
1308-16
1312-16

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

1.
2.
3.
4.

4
1

2

3

11170-16
11171-16
11172-16
11173-16

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

4
CHAMBORD®

COFFEE MAKER
With patented locking-lid system,
Gold-plated stainless steel,
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe

BODUM® COLUMBIA

MILK JUG
Stainless steel
10913-16		

1.
2.
3.
4.

0.7l, 24oz
1

2

3

4

COFFEE MAKER

SUGAR AND CREAMER SET

With patented locking-lid system,
Copper-plated stainless steel,
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe

Stainless steel
K1305-16

1

24

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

CHAMBORD®

BODUM® COLUMBIA

BODUM COLLECTION

11170-17
11171-17
11172-17
11173-17

2

3

1.
2.
3.
4.

4
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11170-18
11171-18
11172-18
11173-18

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

M A K E TA ST E , N OT WA ST E .
CHAMBORD® is a true original. The iconic design,
now synonymous with the BODUM® name, dates
back to the 1950s. To this day we continue to
produce the CHAMBORD® with the same artisan
craftsmanship of yesteryear, but with a focus on
environmentally responsible manufacturing in our
BODUM owned factory in Portugal. The French
Press system continues to be a greener way to brew
coffee with the truest flavor possible.

No paper filter!

No capsule!

Stainless steel frame and plunger
Borosilicate glass beaker
BPA-Free
Made in Europe
Dishwasher safe*

CHAMBORD®

COFFEE MAKER
Chrome/gold/copper plated stainless steel
*Only chrome version is dishwasher safe

CHAMBORD®

COFFEE MAKER

1

2

3

4

16

Stainless steel body with Tritan beaker

1

2

3

1.
2.
3.
4.

4

1923-16-10		
1924-16-10		
1928-16-10		
1932-16-10		

1923-16
1924-16
1928-16
1932-16

1.
2.
3.
4.

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz
17

18

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

CHAMBORD®

COFFEE MAKER
Stainless steel, with Soft Grip
handle and knob

CHAMBORD®

DOUBLE WALL COFFEE MAKER

1.
2.
3.
4.

Stainless steel body with Tritan beaker
11871-16		 8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
1

2

3

4

11732-16
11733-16
11734-16
11735-16

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

CHAMBORD® CLASSIC
CHAMBORD®

COFFEE MAKER

ESPRESSO MAKER

BODUM COLLECTION
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Stainless steel body

Copper-plated stainless steel,
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe

10617-16		

11652-18		

6 cup, 0.35l, 12oz

BODUM COLLECTION
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8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz

No paper filter!

No paper filter!

No capsule!

No capsule!

Borosilicate glass carafe

Stainless steel / Plastic frame

Stainless steel mesh filter

Borosilicate glass beaker

BPA-Free

Stainless steel plunger

Made in Europe

BPA-Free

Dishwasher safe

Made in Europe
Dishwasher safe

MELIOR

COFFEE DRIPPER
With filter holder and filter
1.
2.
1

11767-10
11762-10

0.6l, 20oz
1.0l, 34oz

2
CAFFETTIERA

COFFEE MAKER
1.
2.
1

1913-01
1918-01

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz

2

CIN CIN

01

COFFEE DRIPPER

913

With filter holder and filter
11783-10		 1.0l, 34oz

BEAN

COLD BREW COFFEE MAKER
BRAZIL

The Cold Brew comes with two lids: one for the fridge
overnight, and one with a plunger to press down the
coffee grounds in the morning.
K11683-01
01

12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

COFFEE MAKER
1

1.
2.

2

01

913

THERMIA

COFFEE AND TEA PRESS
1608-16		

BODUM COLLECTION
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8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
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10948-01
10938-01
913

3 cup, 0.35l, 12oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz

M A K E TA ST E , N OT WA ST E .
The vacuum/siphon brewing system extracts all of
the flavorful oils and aromas from your coffee without
using paper filters. Made of borosilicate glass, users
can view the theatrical brewing process from start
to finish. Its exceptionally effective vacuum/siphon
brewing method extracts all precious oils of your
favorite coffee. The vacuum/siphon brewing process
is entirely sealed off so no aroma can escape. In
addition, the brewing time and temperature are
perfectly calibrated, ensuring a perfect cup of coffee
with each brew.

No paper filter!

No capsule!

Borosilicate glass chambers
Plastic handle
BPA-Free
Made in Europe
Dishwasher safe

PEBO®

VACUUM/SIPHON COFFEE MAKER
1208-01		

8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz

PEBO®

GAS BURNER WITH STAND
K11423-16
18

PEBO®

VACUUM/SIPHON COFFEE MAKER
WITH BURNER AND ACCESSORIES
K1218-01		

Spoon
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Holder

8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz

Lid

Lid

Gas Burner
with Stand
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BISTRO

No paper filter!

DOUBLE WALL WATER BOTTLE
Double wall, plastic body
11895-01

BPA-Free

0.35l, 12oz

Dishwasher safe

TRAVEL MUG

1

2

No capsule!

Plastic/Stainless steel body

TRAVEL PRESS

MUG

COFFEE MAKER

Double wall, plastic body

Double wall, plastic body with extra lid

1.
2.

1.
2.

01

11685-01
11684-01

0.45l, 15 oz
0.35l, 12oz
1

913

2

0.35l, 12oz
0.45l, 15oz

K11102-01
K11100-01

01

913

TRAVEL PRESS
TRAVEL MUG

COFFEE MAKER

MUG

Vacuum, stainless steel body with extra lid

Double wall, plastic body
11103-01
01

0.35l, 12oz

1

1.
2.

2

913

K11067-01
K11057-01

01

0.35l, 12oz
0.45l, 15oz

913

BISTRO

4 MIN TIMER

TRAVEL MUG

MUG
Double wall, stainless steel body

The sand will run out at exactly
the 4 minute mark.

11093-01

11573-01B

01

0.35l, 12oz

01

913

TRAVEL MUG

34

JOY CUP

MUG

TRAVEL MUG

Double wall, stainless steel body

Double wall, plastic body

11068-01

11674-01-1

01

BODUM COLLECTION
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0.45l, 15oz

913
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0.3l, 10oz

Milk frothers turn your daily cup of joe into a coffeehouse specialty with the
push of a button. Become the ultimate barista at home by creating airy foam
and froth in seconds. Not to mention you can use these handy tools on any
light mixing job including salad dressings, protein drinks and cocktails. For best
results use ice cold, non-fat or low-fat milk.

SCHIUMA

AERIUS

MILK FROTHER

MILK FROTHER

Stainless steel, battery operated
(batteries not included)

1466-01

0.25l, 8oz

3043-16

SCHIUMA

LATTEO

MILK FROTHER

MILK FROTHER

Battery operated
(batteries not included)

1446-01		

0.25l, 8oz

3040-01
01

913

CHAMBORD® CLASSIC

MILK FROTHER
Copper-plated stainless steel,
*Only beaker is dishwasher safe
11653-18		 0.15l, 5oz
17

18

BISTRO

THERMO JUG
This BISTRO Thermo Jug opens with an easy onehanded press on the lid to let the fluids flow. The lid
closes automatically after each use. Ideal for serving
or outdoor picnic.
11189-01B		
01

BODUM COLLECTION
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913

1.1l, 37oz

ABOUT TEA
ASSAM Tea Press

No wonder tea has been the most popular
drink after water for centuries. Black teas, white
teas, green teas, herbal teas, fruit teas, rooibos
teas – the options for pleasure and delight are
simply limitless. We have the right tea maker
for all of your tea preferences, including iced
tea. Tea brewing doesn’t get any purer than
with the BODUM® Tea Presses. With this unique
system your tea is brewed precisely to your
desired strength and aroma. We developed
the Tea Press in collaboration with the English
Tea Council over 30 years ago and we’ve been
perfecting it ever since. BODUM® Tea Presses
are made of the highest quality borosilicate
glass – a material that doesn’t stain and is
absolutely neutral in taste. The glass allows
you to observe the brewing process and stop
it when it’s exactly right. It’s just fascinating to
see all the beautiful tea colors come to life. The
BODUM® Tea Presses are as much a pleasure
for your eyes as they are for your taste buds.

BODUM COLLECTION
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TEA PRESS

T E A P OT A N D T E A I N F U S E R

The Tea Press utilizes the same brewing system as
the French Press to allow for full control of the tea
steeping process. Once your preferred coloring
and strength is reached, you simply press down
the plunger and seal the tea leaves into the bottom
part of the filter that has no holes. This makes the
brewing process stop with one easy push and you
can discard or re-use the tea leaves after you have
enjoyed your beverage. Silicone rim secures filter
firmly into the teapot and stays cool to the touch
for safe removal.

Tea leaves can be left to swirl freely in the infuser
to develop their full flavor, and can be left to brew
without interruption. The filter, along with the tea
leaves, can be removed at any time to stop the
brewing process and can even be used a second
time to re-infuse quality loose leaf tea. The highest
quality green tea, for example, can be reused up to
four times. The CHAMBORD® Teapot comes with
a wide filter basket in the borosilicate glass bowl
which lets the tea leaves swirl freely and gives them
the space they need to live up to their full aroma
potential.

Note: All loose leaf teas are suitable for the BODUM®
Tea Press. The Tea Press works best with fruit teas
and black tea because it interrupts the brewing
process – avoiding bitterness.

CHAMBORD® CLASSIC Teapot

ASSAM Tea Press
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M A K E TA ST E , N OT WA ST E .
The CHAMBORD® Teapot comes with a wide filter
basket in the borosilicate glass bowl which lets the
tea leaves swirl freely and gives them the space they
need to live up to their full aroma potential. Whether
you prefer black or green teas – the CHAMBORD®
serves them all perfectly; giving them the stage
they deserve and displaying their unique coloring
beautifully.

M A K E TA ST E , N OT WA ST E .
No paper filter!

No capsule!

Borosilicate glass pot
BPA-Free
Made in Europe
Dishwasher safe*

BODUM® COLUMBIA pairs utility with timeless
elegance. Highly polished stainless steel and classic
design make this the perfect choice for entertaining
and gifting. The French Press brewing system allows
for full control over the tea steeping process. The
silicone plunger locks the tea leaves into bottom
of the filter once brewing is complete, cutting off
access of water to the tea leaves. This allows tea
to be used multiple times.

No paper filter!

No capsule!

Stainless steel pot
BPA-Free
Dishwasher safe

CHAMBORD®

TEAPOT
With stainless steel filter and lid
1921-16-6		 1.3l, 44oz

CHAMBORD® CLASSIC

TEAPOT
Copper-plated stainless steel lid
and frame, stainless steel filter,
*Only the filter is dishwasher safe

1

1.
2.

2

11656-17
11656-18

BODUM® COLUMBIA

TEA PRESS
Stainless steel

1.3l, 44oz
1.3l, 44oz

11496-16		

CHAMBORD®

WARMER
1902-16

BODUM COLLECTION
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1.5l, 51oz

M A K E TA ST E , N OT WA ST E .
The ASSAM Tea Press is the icon among the wide
variety of BODUM® Tea Presses. Its classic round
shape and borosilicate glass let all teas shine in their
best light. Contrary to non-transparent pots, the glass
pot allows the distinct color palettes to be viewed as
they are a big part of any tea lover’s delight.

Borosilicate glass pot

No paper filter!

BPA-Free

BPA-Free

Made in Europe

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe

Dishwasher safe

No capsule!

CEYLON

INFUSION JUG
ASSAM

With filter

TEA PRESS

The pitcher features a removable filter that
infuses water to your preferred flavor. The lid
includes a screening filter to help prevent
particulates from flowing into your cup.

With glass handle, stainless steel filter and lid
1.
2.
3.
1

2

1807-16
1801-16
1802-16

0.5l, 17oz
1.0l, 34oz
1.5l, 51oz
1

3

1.
2.

2

1470-10
10619-10

1.5l, 51oz
3.0l, 101oz

BISTRO

WATER CARAFE
CLOSED

ASSAM

OPEN

Its plastic spout makes for precise pouring
and a little rubber ball in the lid closes the
Carafe when it’s standing upright. When
it’s tilted the little ball moves up and opens
the carafe for easy pouring. The opening is
blocked by a grid to keep ice cubes or herbs
from falling into the glass.

TEA PRESS
With glass handle, plastic filter and lid

1

1.
2.

2

1823-01
1830-01
01

0.5l, 17oz
1.0l, 34oz

BIASCA

ASSAM

TEA PRESS WITH BAMBOO HANDLE

INFUSION JUG

Stainless steel filter and lid
*Only the filter and glass are dishwasher safe

With mesh filter

1. 11806-139
2. 11797-139
1

Named after a small town in southern
Switzerland, the BIASCA easily brews your
favorite teas or other infused drinks.

1.0l, 34oz
1.5l, 51oz

2

11575-10		

MUG AND TEA STRAINER

WARMER
10447-16		

K11239-01		

ø13.5cm, ø5.3in

01

46

1.2l, 40oz

YO-YO

BISTRO

BODUM COLLECTION

1.0l, 34oz

11187-10-2

913

BODUM COLLECTION
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0.35l, 12oz
913

ABOUT CORK
YOHKI Storage Jars

BODUM has a new design line with cork. One
of nature’s most beautiful and functional materials. Cork comes from the bark of cork oak
that is a bit of a miracle in itself. Each 9 years
you can harvest all the tree’s bark so that it
is completely naked. Without damage. The
tree generates new bark and can grow up to
200-300 years old. Cork oak grows in the Mediterranean region, not least in Portugal, which
supplies about half of all the cork that is used in
the world. We know the cork from wine bottles
plugs, but because cork has so many good
qualities, it also moved into the home. Cork is
thermal insulation, water and air-tight, elastic,
light and soundproofing. And it is beautiful to
look at and smooth to touch. Cork is a 100%
natural and sustainable material. And we have
almost the cork-trees standing just outside the
windows. All BODUM products are produced
namely in our own factory in Portugal, where
environmental responsibility already has the
highest priority.
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Borosilicate glass pot

Borosilicate glass pot

Made in Europe

Made in Europe

Dishwasher safe*

Dishwasher safe*

YOHKI

STORAGE JAR
Borosilicate glass with cork lid
*Only glass is dishwasher safe
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1

2

3

4

5

8525-109-2
8560-109-2
8600-109-2
8650-109-2
8700-109-2
8687-109-2

MELIOR®

0.25l, 8oz
0.6l, 20oz
1.0l, 34oz
2.0l, 68oz
2.5l, 85oz
1.9l, 64oz

WINE DECANTER & WATER INFUSER
Borosilicate glass with cork parts
*Only glass is dishwasher safe

6

1

1.
2.

2

11765-109
11790-109

8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
16 cup, 2.0l, 68oz

HOT POT

BOWL
Borosilicate glass with cork base and silicone lid
*Only glass is dishwasher safe
K4403-143
1

2

0.25l, 8oz + 1.0l, 34oz + 2.5l, 84oz

3

MELIOR®

GLOGG DECANTER & GLOGG SET
Borosilicate glass with cork and silicone parts
*Only glass is dishwasher safe

BISTRO

PORCELAIN MUG

1

1.
2.

2

Porcelain mug with cork sleeve

1

2

3

1.
2.
3.

11581-109
11582-109
11583-109

0.17l, 6oz
0.3l, 10oz
0.6l, 20oz

CORK TRAY
Tray 100% made of cork

1

1.
2.

2
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11856-109
11864-109

45x30 cm
30x20 cm
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11766-109
11785-109

8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
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Borosilicate glass pot

No paper filter!

No capsule!

Made in Europe

Borosilicate glass carafe

Dishwasher safe*

Stainless steel mesh filter
BPA-Free
Made in Europe
Dishwasher safe*

POUR OVER

COFFEE MAKER

MELIOR®

with leather band
*Cork and leather parts are not dishwasher safe

VODKA & DRY MARTINI SET WITH GLASSES
Borosilicate glass with cork parts
*Only glass is dishwasher safe
K11799-109

1

2

1.
2.
3.

3

11592-109S		 4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
11571-109S		 8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
11593-109S		 12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

POUR OVER

COFFEE MAKER
with silicone band
*Cork parts are not dishwasher safe

MELIOR®

VODKA & DRY MARTINI SET
Borosilicate glass with cork parts
*Only glass is dishwasher safe
K11790-109

1

2

1.
2.
3.

3

11592-109A 4 cup, 0.5l, 17oz
11571-109A		 8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz
11593-109A		 12 cup, 1.5l, 51oz

POUR OVER

DOUBLE WALL COFFEE MAKER
Borosilicate glass carafe with tritan double wall
*Cork and leather parts are not dishwasher safe

MELIOR®

DRY MARTINI SPRAY

11736-109		

Borosilicate glass with cork parts
*Only glass is dishwasher safe
11799-109

MELIOR®

MARTINI GLASSES
7711-10		
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0.2l, 6oz
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8 cup, 1.0l, 34oz

A B O U T D R I N K WA R E
BISTRO Double wall glasses

BODUM premiered its line of double wall glasses
in 2004. The inventive design coupled with
timeliness style made these glasses an instant
classic. Over the past years, the collection has
earned numerous awards and expanded to
include a variety of styles and sizes. Made of
heat-resistant borosilicate glass, and individually mouth-blown by expert artisans, the double
wall construction creates a highly effective
layer of insulation. Hot drinks stay hot longer,
while the glass remains cool to the touch, and
cold drinks stay cold without producing messy
condensation. The result is endless serving
possibilities. The patent pending hydrophobic
silicone vent at the bottom of each glass equalizes pressure within the walls of the glass with
the outside air pressure. The glass will self-adjust
to any temperature liquid, and the vent is only
permeable to air, not water, so whether your
beverage is hot or cold it will never allow fluids
into the interior of the glass layers.
The BODUM® Double Wall Glasses
have won the following awards:

BODUM COLLECTION
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USE & CARE

Microwave safe
Up to 350°F/180°C.

Every double wall glass is mouth-blown by expert
artisans, and therefore each may have slight differences in height, thickness, and weight. To preserve
the longevity of the glass, please adhere to the
following precautions:

Oven safe
Up to 350°F/180°C.
Dishwasher safe
Do not place glasses into a
crowded dishwasher.

BODUM® CANTEEN

DOUBLE WALL GLASS
2 pcs set

1

2

3

1.
2.
3.

10108-10
10109-10
10110-10

0.1l, 3oz
0.2l, 6oz
0.4l, 13.5oz

PAVINA®

DOUBLE WALL GLASS

BODUM® CANTEEN

2 pcs set

1

2

3

4

1.
2.
3.
4.

4557-10
4558-10
4559-10
4560-10

DOUBLE WALL MUG

0.08l, 2.5oz
0.25l, 8oz
0.35l, 12oz
0.45l, 15oz

2 pcs set

1

1.
2.

2

ASSAM

1

2

3

4

10325-10
10326-10

0.2l, 6oz
0.4l, 13.5oz

BISTRO

DOUBLE WALL GLASS

DOUBLE WALL MUG

2 pcs set

2 pcs set

1.
2.
3.
4.

4554-10
4555-10
4556-10
4547-10

0.1l, 3oz
0.2l, 6oz
0.25l, 8oz
0.4l, 13.5oz
1

2

3

1.
2.
3.
4.

4

10602-10
10604-10
10608-10
10606-10

0.15l, 5oz
0.3l, 10oz
0.45l, 15oz
0.45l, 15oz

TITLIS
BISTRO

DOUBLE WALL GLASS

DOUBLE WALL GLASS

2 pcs set

1

2

3

1.
2.
3.

10481-10
10482-10
10483-10

2 pcs set

0.25l, 8oz
0.35l, 12oz
0.45l, 15oz
1

2

1.
2.

10607-10
10605-10

0.45l, 15oz
0.45l, 15oz

PAVINA® OUTDOOR

DOUBLE WALL TUMBLER

PILATUS

DOUBLE WALL GLASS

Tritan body
Dishwasher safe

2 pcs set

1

2

3

1.
2.
3.

11477-10
10484-10
10485-10

1
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

0.08l, 2.5oz
0.25l, 8oz
0.35l, 12oz
2

3

4
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11847-10-1
11848-10-1
11849-10-1		
11850-10-1		
11894-10-1		

0.09l, 3oz
0.25l, 8oz
0.35l, 12oz
0.45l, 15oz
0.6l, 20oz
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A B O U T K I TC H E N
HOT POT SET Bowl

Our kitchens have become the central hub
of our living quarters – almost like the farm
kitchens in Denmark used to be, the country
where BODUM was founded. The kitchen of
today is a living room, it’s where everybody ends
up anyway. It’s where discussions are held and
beans are spilled.
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PRESSO

STORAGE JAR
Borosilicate jar with silicone sleeve

BAR LINE

1

2

3

4

5

1.
2
3.
4.
5.

MELIOR®
MELIOR®
MELIOR®
TOP OFF
MELIOR®

11725-01
11737-01
11738-01
7064-10
11724-01

Foil Cutter
Stopper
Wine Pourer & Aerator
Bottle Opener
Cork Screw

1

2

3

5

4

6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
01

DOUBLE WALL OUTDOOR & BARWARE

1

3

2

COOL
NERO
KIRA
01

11584-913
11137-01		
1620-10

0.25l, 8oz
0.6l, 20oz
1.0l, 34oz
2.0l, 68oz
2.5l, 85oz
1.9l, 64oz

913

PRESSO SET

*BPA-Free material
1.
2
3.

11128-01
11129-01
11099-01
11130-01
11131-01
11132-01

STORAGE JAR

Double Wall Ice Bucket*
Wine Cooler
Wine Cooler

Tritan jar with silicone sleeve
AK11829-XYS-Y18		

913

01

3 pcs set

1.0l, 34oz

294

*Bucket & Pincers,
1.5l, 51oz

CHAMBORD® CLASSIC

1

2

3

4

MELIOR®

STORAGE JAR

DRINK DISPENSER

Chrome/gold/copper-plated stainless steel,
Only beaker is dishwasher safe

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5

11811-01
11810-01
11742-01
11726-01
11876-109

Single Wall
5l, 169oz
Double Wall
5l, 169oz
Single Wall
10l, 338oz
Double Wall
10l, 338oz
Drink Dispenser Stand

1

2

3

4

1.
2.
3.
4.
16
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11713-18
11654-18
11714-18
11784-18
17

18

0.6l, 20oz
1.0l, 34oz
2.0l, 68oz
1.8l, 60oz
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HOT POT

BOWL
NAPKIN RINGS

Borosilicate glass with copper frame and silicone lid
Only glass is dishwasher safe

Our napkin rings are made of nickle-plated brass
and from a production point of view are a very
complicated product to produce even though it
looks so easy and simple.

1.
2.
3.

K11710-18
K11711-18
K11712-18

0.25l, 8oz
1.0l, 34oz
2.5l, 84oz

Chrome-plated stainless steel
1.
2.
3.
4.
1

1

2

2

3

3

4833-16
4834-16
4835-16
4836-16

4.5 x 5 cm, 1.75 x 2 in
4 x 5.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.17 in
4 x 6.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.5 in
5 x 5.5 cm, 2 x 2.17 in

HOT POT

BOWL

4
Copper-plated stainless steel

Borosilicate glass with silicone lid

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

4833-18
4834-18
4835-18
4836-18

4.5 x 5 cm, 1.75 x 2 in
4 x 5.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.17 in
4 x 6.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.5 in
5 x 5.5 cm, 2 x 2.17 in

4

1

2

3

4

10125-913
10126-913
K10127-01
10127-01

0.25l, 8oz, 2pcs set
1.0l, 34oz
1.0l, 34oz + 2.5l, 85oz, 2pcs set
2.5l, 85oz

Gold-plated stainless steel
1.
2.
3.
4.
1

2

3

4833-17
4834-17
4835-17
4836-17

4.5 x 5 cm, 1.75 x 2 in
4 x 5.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.17 in
4 x 6.5 cm, 1.6 x 2.5 in
5 x 5.5 cm, 2 x 2.17 in

CHAMBORD®

BOWL
Borosilicate glass with silicone lid and
PP/wood handle
Only glass is dishwasher safe

4

1.
2.
3.
1
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2

3
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K4915-143
0.25l, 8oz
K4904-143		 1.0l, 34oz
K4906-143 2.5l, 85oz

BISTRO

KNIFE BLOCK

The inside of the Knife Block is made of a myriad of
very fine plastic sticks allowing any knife to sit anywhere in the block – tight and secure.
11089-01
BPA-Free
1

01

913

Dishwasher safe

2
BISTRO

SALAD BOWL
Ideal size for side salads or first course servings,
these bowls are lightweight and stackable.
Great for use indoor or out.
3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

11634-10
11635-10
11636-10
11637-10
K11637

Salad
Salad
Salad
Salad
Salad

Bowl, ø14cm, 5.5in
Bowl, ø16cm, 6.3in
Bowl, ø23cm, 9in
Bowl, ø33cm, 13in
Bowl Set, 4 pcs set

BISTRO

SALT AND PEPPER GRINDER

The powerful ceramic grinder is gradually adjustable,
allowing you to grind salt and pepper to your desired
coarseness. The BISTRO salt and pepper grinder is
easily refillable.
11368-01-3

4

913

01

BISTRO

BREAD BOX

Large capacity bread box featuring a crumb-catching lid
that doubles as a serving tray and cutting board. Made
of sustainable, eco-friendly bamboo and BPA-Free plastic. Handsome countertop storage unit for your kitchen
or pantry. Large enough to accommodate oversized
loaves of bread.

1

Only the plastic box is dishwasher safe.
1.
2.

11740-01
11555-01

2
01
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913

Small bread box
Bread box

A B O U T E- B O D U M ®
BISTRO Burr Coffee Grinder

e-BODUM® inspires you to build a collection of
power tools that reflect our core principle: Good
design has to be functional and affordable.
Once you see past the good looks of e-BODUM®,
each products attributes and performance
will make you a loyal fan! Not only will you
appreciate the award winning design of these
products, e-BODUM® will bring the power and
innovation necessary to make kitchen duty a
breeze!
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Capacity 4.7l, 5Qt, 160oz
Measurements 234�397�343mm
Material plastic, silicone, rubber,
stainless steel, non-stick coated
cast aluminum, chrome-plated
steel
Rating Europe
700W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
The Stand Mixer comes with the
following attachments:
1 Stainless steel mixing bowl
1 Dough hook
1 Beater
1 Whisk

STAND MIXER

BLENDER STICK

The Stand Mixer effortlessly takes care of
blending, mixing, and kneading your dough
as well as whipping cream and beating egg
whites.

This Blender Stick is very convenient
and includes 3 stainless steel accessories.
Ideal for pureeing, whipping cream and
beating egg whites as well as for smoothies
and soups.

• Powerful 700W, 7 speed motor delivers up to twice the
power of traditional stand mixers.

BISTRO

Measurements 67�67�358mm

STAND MIXER

• Rotating attachment head provides orbital movement,
maximizing capture surface for thorough mixing.

11381-01-3

Material plastic, stainless steel,
silicone

• Includes 3 attachments: Dough hook, ideal for bread
and pizza doughs, rolls and sweet bread dough; Beater
for cake batters; Stainless steel whisk for beating egg
whites, cream and cocktail sauces. Attachments and
mixing bowl are dishwasher safe.
• Lift-assist mixer head locks into place during use with
lever for easy release.
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Whisk

01

Dough hook

Rating Europe
200W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
Rounds per minute EU (r/min)
Low speed: approx. 15’000
High speed: approx. 20’000

913

Beater

The Blender Stick comes with
the following attachments:
1 Whisk
1 Knife
1 Beater
1 Tool for blades
1 Beaker with lid

• The slim and sleek design is perfect for reaching deep into
bowls, pots, and pitchers.

BISTRO

• Includes three stainless steel blades: Beater to whip up cream
and egg whites; Whisk to blend mayos and sauces and knife
for soups and smoothies.

K11179-01

• Includes a beaker with silicone lid ideal for pureeing and food
storage.
• Two push-activated buttons control speed settings for convenient, one-handed use. 15’000 rotations per minute in low
speed, 20’000 in high speed make for a powerful kitchen tool.
• No-slip, rubber-coated grip features BODUM’s signature
ergonomic dots for a secure, comfortable grip.
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BLENDER STICK

01

913

Measurements 170�95�172mm
Material plastic, stainless steel,
silicone
Rating Europe
185W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
The Hand Mixer comes with
the following attachments:
2 pcs Beaters set
2 pcs Dough hooks set

• Its five powerful speeds can handle anything from blending
a simple sauce to kneading a bread dough.
• Includes two stainless steel attachments: Beaters to blend,
mix and puree (whipping cream, beating egg whites and
blending cocktail sauces); Dough hooks to knead cake batters, bread or pizza doughs.
• Slip-proof silicone feet allows the mixer to stand upright on its
own.
• Speed control button that slides for one-handed mixing.

HAND MIXER

TOASTER

This handy Hand Mixer can handle anything
from whipped cream to mashed potatoes,
kneading bread dough or mixing cake batters.

Toaster with 2-slices opening has variable
temperature control designed to toast to
perfection.

BISTRO

Measurements 155�265�215mm

HAND MIXER

Material metal, stainless steel,
plastic, rubber, silicone

11532-01

Rating Europe
940W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz

• Adjustable-width toasting slots create a secure grip around
food while toaster is in use.

BISTRO

• Variable browning temperature control and defrost function
and stop button for perfect defrosting and crisping of bread.

10709-01-3

• Pop-up warming rack for rolls, croissants, bread and more.
• Integrated slide-out crumb tray for easy cleaning.

01

913

• Footed base with cord retainer to adjust cord length and store
neatly.
• Cool touch exterior is easy to clean.

• The stainless steel attachments are dishwasher safe.
• Handy in use and space efficient in your kitchen cabinet.
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TOASTER
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01

913

TOASTER 2-SLICES

TOASTER 4-SLICES

Toaster with 2-slice opening has variable
temperature control designed to toast to
perfection.

Toaster with 4-slice opening has variable
temperature control designed to toast to
perfection.

Measurements
285�160�197mm

• Adjustable-width toasting slots create a secure grip around
food while toaster is in use.

BISTRO

Measurements 285�280�197mm

Material stainless steel,
galvanized iron, aluminium
coated iron, plastic

• Variable browning temperature control and defrost function
and stop button for perfect defrosting and crisping of bread.

10709-16-4

Material stainless steel,
galvanized iron, aluminium
coated iron, plastic

Rating Europe
800W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz

• Integrated slide-out crumb tray for easy cleaning.

TOASTER 2-SLICES

Rating Europe
1600W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz

• Pop-up warming rack for rolls, croissants, bread and more.
• Footed base with cord retainer to adjust cord length and store
neatly.
• Cool touch exterior is easy to clean.
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57

• Adjustable-width toasting slots create a secure grip around
food while toaster is in use.

BISTRO

• Variable browning temperature control and defrost function
and stop button for perfect defrosting and crisping of bread.

11840-16-4

• Pop-up warming rack for rolls, croissants, bread and more.
• Integrated slide-out crumb tray for easy cleaning.
• Footed base with cord retainer to adjust cord length and
store neatly.
• Cool touch exterior is easy to clean.

78

TOASTER 4-SLICES
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16

57

Capacity 1.1l, 37oz
Measurements
145�230�260mm
Material plastic, silicone, borosilicate glass, metal, stainless
steel, rubber
Rating Europe
1500W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz

• Five temperature settings perfect for different kinds of teas:
60°C/140°F, 70°C/158°F, 80°C/176°F, 90°C/194°F and boiling.
• The inner glass wall is made of borosilicate glass, the outer
one of transparent plastic. It protects the glass, insulates,
and keeps you from burning your fingers.
• The water only comes in contact with glass – the process is
therefore BPA- Free.
• Mesh-screened spout captures chalk while pouring.
• The transparent container makes it easier to control the
water level. The scale line indicates liters, ounces and cups.
• Manual On/Off switch plus temperature sensor for automatic
shut off and added safety.
• Keep warm for up to 30 min.
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DOUBLE WALL WATER KETTLE

WATER KETTLE

This BISTRO Water Kettle can be set and held
at desired temperature for up to 30 min! Ideal
for maintaining optimal brew temperatures
for your teas!

The electric BISTRO Water Kettle was
developed to boil water quickly and energy
efficiently – ideal for coffee, tea and instant
soups.

BISTRO

DOUBLE WALL WATER
KETTLE

11659-01		

01

1.1l, 37oz

913

Capacity 0.5l, 17oz – 1.0l, 34oz –
1.5l, 51oz

• The heating element is safely tucked away at the bottom
of the kettle and doesn’t get in contact with the water.

BISTRO

Measurements
0.5l: 172�100�195mm
1.0l: 125�200�224mm
1.5l: 148�232�235mm

• The cordless container can be positioned on its 360 degree
base and easily remove for cordless pouring.

1.
2.
3.

Material plastic, stainless steel,
silicone

• Mesh-screened spout captures chalk while pouring.

Rating Europe
0.5l: 700W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
1.0l: 1300W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
1.5l: 1850W-2200W, 220–240V,
50-60Hz

• The lid opens at the push of a button.
• Easily readable water level scale to avoid wasting water
and energy.

WATER KETTLE
11451-01
11452-01
11138-01

01

0.5l, 17oz
1.0l, 34oz
1.5l, 51oz

913

1
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2

3

DOUBLE WALL WATER KETTLE

PROGRAMMABLE COFFEE MAKER

The IBIS’ effectiveness in bringing water to a
fast boil and its typical oval shape designed
to take up as little counter space as possible.

The Programmable Coffee Maker sets new
standards in coffee making: Excellent, fullbodied taste without capsules or paper filters!

Capacity 0.5l, 17oz – 1.0l, 34oz
– 1.5l, 51oz

• The heating element is safely tucked away at the bottom
of the kettle and doesn’t get in contact with the water.

IBIS

Measurements
1. 104�208�215mm
2. 121�226�245mm
3. 134�237�267mm

• Mesh-screened spout captures chalk while pouring.

1. 11786-57
2. 11787-57
3. 5500-57-2

Material plastic, silicone, borosilicate glass, metal, stainless
steel, rubber

• Power automatically shuts off when water boils.

• Easily readable water level scale to avoid wasting water
and energy.

No paper filter!

WATER KETTLE
0.5l, 17oz
1.0l, 34oz
1.5l, 51oz

BISTRO

• Glass Carafe with an easy to grip, non-slip handle.
• Includes a permanent stainless steel coffee filter.

Measurements 281�180�367mm

• Stain resistant heating plate keeps coffee warm for up to 30
minutes.

Material plastic, silicone, glass,
stainless steel, galvanized steel, nickel
plated steel

• Brings up to 1.5l of water to a rolling boil in just 4 minutes.

1

82

2

PROGRAMMABLE
COFFEE MAKER

11754-01

• Easy to read back-lit LED display.
• Programmable up to 24 hours in advance for convenience.

Rating Europe
900W, 220-240V, 50-60 Hz

Rating Europe
1. 760W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
2. 1190W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
3. 2020W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz

BODUM COLLECTION

No capsule!

Capacity 1.5l, 51 oz

3
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01

1.5l, 51oz

No paper filter!

No capsule!

Capacity 1.0l, 34oz
Measurements 200�232�342mm
Material plastic, stainless steel,
borosilicate glass, rubber, silicone

• Funnel made of borosilicate glass, users can view the brewing process from start to finish.
• Stain resistant heating plate keeps coffee warm for up to 30
minutes.

Rating Europe
1000W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz

VACUUM/SIPHON COFFEE MAKER

VACUUM/SIPHON COFFEE MAKER

The ePEBO vacuum/siphon coffee maker is
the modern version of PEBO, and has been
part of the Bodum range long ago.

The Mocca Siphon Coffee Maker was
BODUM’s very first product, introduced by
Peter Bodum in 1956. We’re now proud to
present e.MOCCA an updated version of
the original.

ePEBO

No paper filter!

VACUUM/SIPHON
COFFEE MAKER

11744-01

01

Measurements
1. 185�130�375mm
2. 185�130�375mm

1.0l, 34oz

01-01

16

No capsule!

Capacity 0.5l, 17oz – 1.0l, 34oz

18

Material cork, stainless steel,
Silicone, borosilicate glass, plastic

• Funnel and lower chamber made of heat resistant
borosilicate glass, users can view the brewing process
from start to finish.

MOCCA

• Stainless steel handle with with an easy to grip, non-slip
handle made of cork.

1.
2.

VACUUM/SIPHON
COFFEE MAKER
11863-109
11862-109

0.5l, 17oz
1.0l, 34oz

• Includes a heater.
• Borosilicate glass chambers and the stainless steel
handle are easy to clean.
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BODUM COLLECTION

84

BODUM COLLECTION

85
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Measurements 120x156x275mm
Material plastic, rubber, silicone,
borosilicate glass, stainless steel,
die-cast aluminium
(for 70/73 version)
Rating Europe
160W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
Rounds per minute (r/min)
720+/�15"%

BURR COFFEE GRINDER

BLADE COFFEE GRINDER

Grinder crushes beans between stainless
steel conical burrs rather than slicing them
which preserves bean’s intrinsic flavor and
aroma.

Grinds coffee beans from coarse to fine
quickly and efficiently with its strong,
durable, stainless steel cutting blade.

• This space-saving grinder holds an amazing 220gr of coffee
and therefore allows for larger quantities in one go.

BISTRO

Measurements 90�95�166mm

• 12 settings allow you to grind from a coarse French Press to
a fine espresso with the ability to micro-adjust between
settings.

10903-73-1

Material Plastic, stainless steel,
rubber,die-cast aluminium
(for 70/73 version)

• Programmable time function for even easier handling.

Rating Europe
150W, 220–240V, 50-60Hz
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• The wide open funnel prevents spilling of the beans.
• Tightly fitting plastic lid keeps the grounds from spilling.
• Equipped with a friction clutch, preventing damage to the
grinding gear by the presence of small stones.

BODUM COLLECTION

BURR COFFEE GRINDER

86

913

70-1

73-1

Rounds per minute (r/min)
26’000+/�20"%

• Compact and small – this space efficient coffee grinder can
easily be left on the kitchen counter.
• The transparent lid allows you to control the grinding
progress – the longer the grind, the finer the grounds.

BISTRO

BLADE COFFEE
GRINDER

11160-70-1

• The power cord can be tucked away within the grinder.
• Easy, push-button control allows for pulse action or
continuous grind.
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• Strong, durable stainless steel cutting blade that spins
at a precise RPM.
• Convenient cord storage in base.

BODUM COLLECTION

87

913

70-1

73-1

